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No tax increase seen

Reagan proposes cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan declared in an election-year
State of the Union address last night
that "America is back, standing tall,"
and that he is seeking constitutional
power to trim spending and spare the
federal deficit - without raising taxes.
Hours after engaging House
Speaker Thomas O'Neill in a bitter
exchange over Mideast policy, Reagan told a joint session of Congress he
is determined to keep U.S. forces in
Lebanon because the United States
must never be turned away by "statesponsored terrorism."
Reagan asked congressional leaders to join him in developing a "down
payment" on the federal deficit by
enacting "some of the less contentious spending cuts" he already has
proposed and by closing tax loopholes. But he rejected a major tax
hike as a "Band-Aid solution to cure
an illness that has been coming on for
half a century."
The president proposed one costly
new item himself - a permanently
manned space station, costing $8 bil-

lion over 10 years, "to develop our
next frontier/'
He asked for a constitutional
amendment to give him "line item"
authority to veto selected congressional projects without killing entire
money bills - a power long sought and
always denied ms predecessors. He
repeated his support for a balanced
budget amendment that would make
it more difficult for Congress to approve red-ink spending. Reagan s
own budget plan, due next week, is
expected to carry a deficit of $180
billion.
REAGAN SAID his administration
will later propose a total overhaul of
the federal tax code in "an historic
reform for fairness, simplicity and
incentives for growth."His timetable
called for Treasury Secretary Donald
T. Regan to draw up recommendations by December - a month after the
election.
Reagan was greeted by the traditional standing ovation upon his arrival in the House chamber at 9:01 p.m.
EST. But Democrats sat on their
hands until they punctuated with a

cheer his statement that "we must
bring federal deficits down." They
roared even louder vhen he aVlded:
"How we do that makes all the difference."
His visit to the Capitol was marked
by the tightest security measures
ever. While Reagan spoke, his wife,
Nancy, watched from the gallery.
House and Senate members, the Cabinet and diplomats were seated in the
chamber. The diplomatic corps arrived in mass aboard buses, as part of
the security precautions.
In words directed to Soviet leaders,
Reagan said "there is only one sane
policy, for your country and mine, to
preserve our civilization in this modern age: A nuclear war cannot be won
and must never be fought."
Talks to reduce medium and longrange U.S. and Soviet nuclear weapons were broken off by the Soviets
following the deployment of new U.S.
missiles in Europe. Reagan said the
superpowers' arsenals were intended
to make sure neither uses the weapons. He asked: "Would it not be better
to do away with them entirely?"

Music center ceiling falling
by Geoffrey Barnard
start reporter

bg news staff/Sue Cross

People watcher
Having jus! completed a late afternoon jog. Dan Foley. a freshman prelaw student, sits in the window of
Eppler South and watches people pass. Foley keeps in shape by running and doing situps at the complex.

The University is conducting an
investigation to determine where liability lies for structural failure to a
section of cellirg in the Moore Musical Arts Center, Roland Engler, director of plant operations and
maintenance, said.
The suspended ceiling which covers
two offices in the seven year-old building began to drop in November when
anchor pins attached to the concrete
superstructure came loose, Engler
Each office houses five graduate
assistants who have been moved to
temporary quarters in Kobacker Hall
dressing rooms, Joy Kantner, College

of Musical Arts administrative secretary, said.
Engler said he was advised by the
state architect's office to conduct his
own investigation to see if either the
Sroject architect, the firm of Bauer,
tark and Lashbrook, or the general
contractor, Mosser Construction, are
responsible for the problem.
BY CONTRACT, the building is
only guaranteed for one year for parts
and workmanship, but the University
will try to persuade any parties at
fault to accept some liability and
share repair costs, Engler said.
"I hope they (tiie architect or contractor) feel some moral responsibility if not some contractual
responsibilty," Engler said. "Here
you have an almost brand new building with a problem
That

shouldn't happen.
"We are trying to exhaust all possible avenues before we (the University) have to withstand some cost."
The investigation has been underway since the problem occurred, and
Engler is waiting for a report from
the project architect before taking
any furtner action.
Although the graduate assistants
offices have been moved, the faulty
ceiling is not hazardous, Kantner
said.
"There is no fear of them (the
ceiling tiles) dropping, but you notice
that the ceiling is not flat - it's startingto bow," Kantner said.
The offices where the problem occurred are in the oldest wing of the
building, completed in 1977, Kantner
said.

Utilities support completion of nuclear plants near Cleveland
by The Associated Press
The completion of twin nuclear
power stations east of Cleveland is
more necessary now than ever because of recent bailouts of nuclear
plants in Indiana and southern Ohio,
utility spokesperson said yesterday.
The decision last weekend to convert the 97 percent completed Zimmer nuclear power station near
Cincinnati to coal and the abandonment of twin nuclear generators in
southern Indiana increases the need
for the Perry reactors, said J. Lee

Bailey, a Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. spokesperson.
CEI is the lead utility in the fivemember Central Area Power Coordinating Organization, which is building
the $5.2 billion plant about 35 miles
east of Cleveland.
The organization consists of CEI,
Toledo Edison Co. and Ohio Edison
and Duquesne light and Pennsylvania Power.
"CAPCO has already been through
the process that many utility companies are going through now," Baileysaid. "We cancelled four nuclear

Memorial service today
will honor former dean
A memorial service will be held for
the late Associate Dean of Students
for University Student Activities,
Richard Lenhart. at 11:30 a.m. today
in the Grand Ballroom of the Union.

Ross Miller, campus minister for
United Christian Fellowship; Dr.
James Forse, past-president of the
Black Swamp Players; and Karen
Reese, president of University Activities Organization.

The service is open to everyone.
Remembrances will be offered by
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president of
student affairs; Gregg De Crane,
director of the office ofstudent organizations and new student programs;
Dr. Mildred Lintner, associate professor of computer science and former
director of the theater program; Dr.

Prayers will be offeredty the Rev.
James Trautwein, rector of St. John's
Episcopal Church. Dr. Ralph Wolfe,
professor of English, will present a
reading.
James Brown, director of musical
activities for the Bowling Green City
Schools, will direct several musical
presentations.

-the bottom line
Tax rise
may keep
kids away

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - A lot of
people have put forth arguments in
favor of a tax increase in this financially troubled state, out state Sen.
BUI Dawson thinks Martha Stubbs' is
the best yet.
"I have four daughters who are
schoolteachers," Mrs. Stubbs wrote.
"If they lose their jobs, they might
have to move back home. Heaven
forbid!

plants in 1960. We've already done our
adjusting."
The four cancelled plants were to
be built along Lake Erie in northern
Ohio.
The first Perry unit is 91 percent
complete with scheduled start-up in
May 1985. The second unit is 43 percent finished and should start running
in 1968, Bailey said.
THE TOLEDO COALITION for
Safe Energy is calling for Toledo
Edison to pull out of the Perry pro-

ject, of which it is a 20 percent partner.
"The company should take this
opportunity to cut its losses now before they come around in two years
with top hat in hand expecting a
handout," Terry Lodge, of the Toledo
coalition, said yesterday.
Toledo Edison spokesperson Richard Wilkins said the company won't
pull out of Perry.
"This is simply another irresponsible proposal to drive up the cost and
block the development of nuclear
power in this country while it prosp-

ers in the rest of the world," he said.
Toledo Edison operates Ohio's only
running nuclear plant, Davis-Besse.
near Port Clinton in Ottawa County.
Davis-Besse was a CAPCO project
but electricity generated is shared by
Toledo Edison and CEI.
Bailey said a motion before the
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio to
cancel Perry II has not swayed
CAPCO members. Residents of a
Geauga County community, through
which a Perry power line would pass,
claim the line is unneeded because the
second generator is unnecessary.

"The picture for energy needs in
the Midwest has changed," Bailey
said. "Perry n is needed now more
than it was even two weeks ago because of the Marble Hill cancellation
and the further delays at Zimmer."
PUCO could virtually stop the completion of Perry II by disallowing its
costs to be passed on to ratepayers,
Bailey said.
"That would place the yoke of forecasting energy needs on the politicians instead of the utilities, and I
don't think the politicians would want
that," Bailey said.

Banks begin offering brokerage services
by Phillip B. Wilson
reporter

For college students who are interested in making the most of their
money, the stockmarket could be the
answer.
Another opportunity exists though,
it deals with the federal banks' recent
efforts to offer a convenient discount
brokerage service.
Both Toledo Trust and Huntington
have local branches that offer the
service to prospective investors. After an application has been processed
and accepted, Toledo Trust operates
through Fidelity Brokerage Services
to locate investment prospects.

"Please have mercy on my nerves
and increase taxes. Do vou know what
my day would be like if I had to listen
to four schoolteachers pour out their
frustrations?"
Dawson, a Democrat from Seminole, is circulating the letter in the
Oklahoma Legislature, which is trying to deal with a $150 million revenue
shortfall for the fiscal year ending
June 30.

"The basic premise is to reduce the
brokerage costs in additional hiring
for help," Steve Keys, manager of
Toledo Trust Branch, 1098 North
Main, said. "If just starting out, the
advise of a full-time broker would be
worthwhile."

ONCE A FIRM has been decided
upon, the broker will help make recommendations on the client's investments, considering his temperament
and the nature in which he chooses to
invest his money. An investor can
begin with as little as $200, although
Evans said that the broker wouldn't
make much money on smaller claims
and therefore would probably accept
larger ones first

same as if the stock buyer consulted a
brokerage firm, Evans said.
A problem begins with the banks'
new service because the Glass-Stcagall Act of 1933 forbade commercial
banks from the actual buying and
selling of stocks and bonds for the
investor, Ev?ns ssid.

From a beginners standpoint, Account Executive Chuck Evans at The
Ohio Company, an investment member of the New York Stock Exchange,
said he feels the important first step is
to find a broker who can be trusted
and with whom the stock buyer can
feel confident. He recommends extensive interviewing of the various brokerages In the area.

On May 1,1975, The Securities and
Exchange Commission abolished
fixed commission rates for brokers,
paving the way for the discount brokerage service offered by area banks.
It's a discount service and not the

Both banks and brokerage firms, as
they expand their services, are becoming more similar, which poses
problems with the Glass-Steagall Act
of 1933, Evans said.
He said the banks' real reason for
their securities service is purely promotional, to help attract more banking.
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•A local Judge and some area
lawyers express differences of
opinion regarding Ohio's DUI
Uw.pageS.
•Officials say a hazardous waste
treatement site at East Lirerpool
may raise property values in that

Cloudy today with a high in the
■J40's. Chance of snow by evening
with a low in the 20's.
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editorial

Ohio's future depends on compromise

Address and rebuttal show
no good solution in sight.

by Kavln Prendf part

Tf the presentation last night of the State of the Union
lAddress and the Democratic rebuttal proved one thing, it
was that the United States is faced with some serious problems,
both at home and abroad, and neither party is offering any viable
plans to solve them.
In his address, the president dwelled on the fact that his
administration has successfully lowered inflation from 12.4 percent
to 3.2 percent, cut the prime rate in half, and put more Americans
to won than any other administration. He conceded that the budget
deficit was a problem and would be a major area for administration action in the coming year.
But the president clung to his idea that taxes shouldn't be raised
and that the military budget should be continually increased.
Although claiming he will trim the deficit, the president proposed a
new space technology program which will cost hundreds of billions
of dollars. He also proposed substantial raises in the budget for the
Environmental Protection Agency. He did not tell us where the
money to fund those programs would come from.
The Democratic rebuttal which followed, pointed at the deficit as
a major problem but offered no real solutions to lower that deficit
any more than Reagan. They pointed at the administration's
adherence to supply side economics as being a major blow to the
poor and to minorities, but offered no better plans to continue
funding for social programs without raising the deficit.
On the international scene, the president said that we have never
been "safer, stronger, or more secure" as a nation since he took
office. But looking at the newly installed baracades built around the
white house, the massive security now being afforded our public
figures, and the complete breakdown of talks between the United
States and the Soviet Union, that assumption is hard to believe. The
fact is, our nation is now living in a more insecure time than any
other time since the end of Vietnam. We have troops committed in
the Persian Gulf and in Central America in situations which could
easily spark a war.
The democrats pointed this out and brought out the fact that the
president only dedicated one paragraph to our most pressing
international issue, the situation in Lebanon. But again, they
offered no viable solution for removing our troops without leaving
Lebanon to the pack of dogs that have been chewing at that nation
for decades.
Last night, both parties made it clear that they have discovered
our general problems but have no specific solutions to correct
them. It appears that the partisan haggeling is going to continue in
Washington with little progress in sight. Add to that the inactive
nature of election year politicians and you will see that our
problems are not going to be solved soon.

_

Things you won't hear
by Art Buchwild

nations that we thought they would
be, and we would like to return to
Geneva as quickly as possible."
James Watt: "Of I had it to do all
over again, I would have kept my
mouth shut and taken time to smell
the flowers."

Ohio has long been a state which
has prided itself on industry. For the
first two-thirds of this century. Ohio's
steel, rubber, and glass industries
were among the top in the world and
economic conditions in the state were
well above the national average
throughout the industrial age.
But in the last few decades, Ohioans
have witnessed a change in the economic scenario. The nation moved
into a more commercial, service
oriented economy which pushed
many of the key Industries into the
background. The country also moved
into a more global economy with the
result being a higher incidence of
competition from foreign countries in
key markets to the state. The state
itself was also hit hard by the
movement of many large corporations and industries into the Sun Belt
where labor was cheaper and the
climate was better. The result was
that plants and factories were forced
to close, which caused output and
growth to fall and unemployment to
rise.

ment and modernization following
World War H caused obsolete inefficient factories which couldn't compete in the market. On the other hand,
management is blaming the contracts
of the workers claiming that union
stipulations forcing mandatory pay
raises and high benefits went too tar.
This, they say, forced the price of
production too high to compete with
non-union pay scales in other regions.
The bottom line is that the two
groups must compromise if Ohio is to
regain its lost industrial stature. Be-

Eond controls on Imports, there must
e internal cooperation. No matter
how many statutes the legislature
passes to combat outside competition,
If labor and management do not join
forces to form a conducive environment for economic expansion, the
doldrums will continue.
The state of Ohio is a parcel rich in
resources. The great lakes basin represent 90-95 percent of the fresh water
supply in the nation and this will soon
prove to be an essential and valuable
commodity.

Few other states can boast the past
record this state has in industry.The
glass factories in Toledo, the steel
mills in Cleveland and Youngstown,
the Rubber industry in Akron and the
many other industries which made
this state great are far from being
dead. With the right incentives and a
compromise between labor and management, Ohio has a bright outlook
well into the future.
Prendergast, who is a Senior journalism major from Cleveland, is editorial editor for the news.

Solutions to the problem of the
state's sagging economy have ranged
from setting higher tariffs and import
quotas to control foreign competition
to offering tax incentives to industries
who agree to move here. But the
problem is long from being conquered.
The recent demise -4 the steel industry in Cleveland is a good example
of what has happened to other industries around the state. Workers who
have been laid off or have been forced
to take cuts in pay have been blaming
management tor the problem. They
say that management's lack of invest-
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bizarre encounters in history

UFO story brings back memories
01

0

"Y^ ^^

Unidentified Flying Objects...
UFOs. Remember those?

There was a time not too long ago-1
Here are some of the things I doubt
believe it was during the summer in
you'll hear said in 19M.
the 1970s - when anyone who could
From John McEnroe: "Sir, my ball
see, saw 100 or so "flying, hovering,
was out, and you called it in. Jimmy
blinking, darting, frightening, saucerConnors deserves the point."
like, cigar-shaped objects" in the sky
From Jesse Jackson: "I have no
Anne Gorsuch Burford: "We all every night. I think the natives of our
intention of making waves in the make mistakes, but the EPA was my country overdosed on UFOs Just as
Democratic Party. The system as it department and I take full blame for they overdosed on Ronald Reagan
now operates is fair to all the candi- the chaos."
and Cabbage Patch dolls. (They go
dates?7^
Johnny Carson: "I believe a wife well together, don't they?)
deserves every penny she can get
President Ronald Reagan: "I re- when she feels she's been wronged."
A story in Saturday's Bowling
ceived a touching letter from a little
A power company executive: "We Green Daily Sentinel-Tribune brought
girl in Madison, Wisconsin, but I have have Just discovered that our new back some memories. Get this:
nuclear plant was built with cheap
no desire to read it to you.''
Secretary of Defense Casper Wein- materials and shoddy labor. This is no
A 10-year-old boy, his grandmother
berger: "We overestimated our de- fault of our customers and therefore and another woman are suing the
fense needs, and we're asking we intend to pay for our mistakes federal government for $20 million in
Congress to cut our budget in half."
without passing on any cost to the damages claiming they suffered raAn IRS agent (any IRS agent): consumer."
diation and other injuries in a brief
"You're right and we're wrong?'
Frank Sinatra: "Look at all the
The Japanese Minister of Comphotographers. Let's go over and merce: "Japan can no longer export
have our picture taken.
more than It imports without upsetting other nations' balance of trade.
John DeLorean: "I believe we have We are therefore lifting all restricthe finest Drug Enforcement Agency tions on foreign goods, so other counin the world."
tries may compete fairly in the
Student upset over
Yuri Andropov: "I think I'll jog marketplace."
around the Kremlin for a few hours.
bursar's policies
Henry Kissinger: "I have no comPresident Marcos: "It's time we
ment"
had open elections supervised by an
international commission selected by
I would like to begin this editorial
Nancy Reagan: "What's that little the United Nations."
by thanking those individuals who
kid doing in the White House?"
Madame Marcos: "I couldn't agree work with the students in the Bursar's
Secretary of State George Shultz: with you more."
Office (especially the counselors).
"See that the press gets a copy of
A Big Ten football coach: "I don't Their hard work and concern for the
everything we discussed here today." care if he's Ail-American material. If students of this University is greatly
Vice President George Bush: "I the kid cant keep his grades up I appreciated.
hope President Reagan isn't going to don't want him on my team."
Unfortunately, Mr. Joe Martini
run, because I'd like to go for it
Fidel Castro: "I've been shaving (head administrator vho bears the
myself."
with a Remington electric for months. title of 'The Bursar') does not share
I liked it so much I bought the com- their concern. Maybe it would be a
Rev. Jerry Falwell: "If there is a pany."
good idea for Mr. Martini to take a
Howard Cosell: "I'd rather not give walk down to the 'lower echelons'
God, and I'm not saying there is
my opinion on that because I don't during the first month of classes.
Fritz Mondale: "If I am elected I know anything about it"
Then maybe be would realize the
will continue the policies and philososacrifices the students are making in
phy of President Jimmy Carter."
Prince Andrew: "I'm sorry, dear. order to help his department run
David Stockman: "Mr. President, I I'm third in line for the throne, and it more 'smoothly'!
think mere should be a little more fat would not be right for me to get into a
hot tub with you."
in our social programs."
The beginning of fall semester,
Ayatollah Khomeini: "In the name 1983,1 received a bill from the BurThe editor of Pravda: "When we're
wrong we're wrong, and we should of Allah, and I'm not saying there is sar's Office which I promptly paid in
admit it. The Soviets overreacted
full, for what I was led to believe was
when the United States placed Permy fall semester tuition. It turned out
shing 2 missiles in Europe. They're Buchwald is a columnist for the LOB that the Bursar's Office had billed me
not the threat to the Warsaw Pact Angeles Times Syndicate.
for summer semester, which I did not
attend. As a result I received another
bffl for the full cost of fall tuition that
same week.
THE SO NEWS
I then took it upon myself to take
care of the error. After wasting a good
Erin E»monl
AMI. Copy ErJtor
Morgan Sato
Managing Edtor
Carolyn Van Sera*
part of my day in line, I was finally
Entarummant EdNor
Monica Orou
A**t Mgr. EdNor
Daborah Schmoc*
able to see a counselor. I was told
A**t Friday*EdNor
Uaahman
N*w» EdNor
JoaOrcy
MoUc Editor
Rich Frank
there had been a slight mix-up, I
Editorial Editor
Kavln Prandargaat
ChW Photographar
Pat** Sandor
should have been billed for the differWn» EdNor
CMt Bruah
Sport* ErJtor
Tom HMak
ence between summer and fall costs
CNac Copy EdNor
JanatBoyar
A*«t Sport* ErJtor
MarcOalph
and not for the full cost of fall tuition. I
Copy EdNor
May HW
Aaat Copy EdNor
Jo* Phalan
went home assured that the error had
SturJwM Adv Mgr
Gaorg* E. Sin* Jr
Production Supervisor
Uaa L Inman
been "taken care of' and mat I would
oenna* I *H by M *B MM
receive a "proper bill" in the near
UHMMhna
1MUH.H1 HI
future.
Ml WH UWwr—y
Needless to say, I received anm ONo 43409
other bill for the full cost of fan
Mw» i4i*i ari-noi
Ham ■•• »ii- UMWrrau*'-«■»
semester. Again I wasted the better

encounter with an unidentified flying
object The UFO was described as
diamond-shaped, about the size of a
dry water tank standing on lees, very
bright and hot. I never heard of a UFO
looking like that before. . . technology must be really improving - even
in outer space.
Anyway, tne "victims" claim the
object was actually not a UFO but a
"sort of secret government device."
And they said if was surrounded by
American military helicopters.
Wow. . . when I read about that
"close encounter," I got into the mood
again - the UFO mood.
SO, NOW IF you're still reading, I'll
take you back in time and let you In on
some other little-known UFO sitings
and possible visitations from space
that I came upon in my research. . .
• On Sept. 19, 1961, while driving
through a deserted summer resort in
New Hampshire, Betty and Barney
Hill were stopped by a "disc-shaped

part of a day sitting in line in the
Bursar's Office in order to correct the
'corrected' mistake. Again I was assured that I would receive a "proper
bill."
To make a lone story short, I
finally gave up sitting in lines and
turned to phone calls in order to bring
the mistake to their attention. The
error persisted until midway through
December when a "proper bill" was
sent to my home address.
To compound the problem, I had
my grades withheld because I owed
8148.00 (the difference between what I
had paid in the fall "for summer."
and what I "should have been billed"
for fall). I was charged $2.00 for the
"late bills" that were sent claiming
that I owed the full fall tuition, and
"The Bursar' himself denied responsibility for the mistakes saying that I
"should have made payment' without receiving a proper bill! He also
claimed that I should have tracked
down the final bill which had come to
my home address with one week left
in the semester! (I should have known
it had been sent and that it was f inally
correct!).

flying object." It carried five creatures about five feet tall who had big
eyes, no noses and gray skin. When
the creatures approached, the Hills'
lost their will power and were
drarged into the spacecraft and given
physical examinations. The spacemen communicated with the Hills'
through a "kind of ESP" and later
released them. This event was taken
so seriously that it was the subject of
a television special in 1975.
• In August, 1887, two children - a
boy and a girl - with bright green skin
and slanted eyes were spotted as they
exited a cave in Spain. They wore
clothes made of a "strange material"
and spoke a language which experts
were unable to identify. The boy died,
and the girl learned to speak Spanish
and said she was transported to the
cave by a "whirlwind" which had
carried her off from a country which
was always in twilight. Was that
"country" another planet? Was she
transported to Earth by a time or
space warp, some phenomenon in-

All I wanted after all this runaround was to know my grades! I
wasn't asking Mr. Martini to pardon
my late payment (although it was his
office's fault). I wasn't asking him to
let
records'
ment;
daily' what my grades were so I
could determine what classes, if any,
I should register for this semester! I
don't think that was asking too much
Slven the situation, but Mr. Martini
Id. Without hesitation or consideration, he denied my request.
•It's time the students of this
University stopped "paying" for his
office's inefficiencies. There is no
reason students (and I'm sure I am
not the only one with these grievances) should have to sit in lines to
correct error after error. There is no
reason students should be EXPECTED to pay a bill which is obviously a gross over-charge until that
student receives a proper statement
or bill which confirms the correction
of the mistake of his office. To make
the student pay the postage and hand-

Clear Views

volving parallel worlds or the fourth
dimension?
• A 1,000-year-old, pre-Columbian
artifact from South America looks
very much like the model of a deltawinged Jet. Were South Americans
visited by extra-terrestrials traveling
in jetlike vehicles? And did they make
a model to commemorate the occasion?
• Ezekiel was exiled from Israel in
597 B.C. and five years later had a
"vision of God," when an "aerial
chariot with four winged monsters"
appeared before him in a storm of
wind. Were the wings the rotors of
four helicopters manned by creatures
from space? Were the creatures superior beings who gave Ezekiel "the
word" to upgrade the morality of
I don't know.
Mark Di Vincenzo, a staff reporter
for the News, is a senior journalism
major from Seven Hills, Ohio.

ling costs of the improper billings only
compounds the problems. How dare
he "expect" me, or any other student,
to pay an improper bill! How dare he
push the responsibility of his office's
mistakes on the students!
Mr. Martini, I do realize that an
office such as yours must follow rules
and regulations, however, when mistakes are made which infringe upon
the rights of your customers (the
students |, you and your office should
be ready and willing to shoulder your
share of the responsibility for the
mistakes. Bend your rules if a customer has been put out, try to right
the wrong. Maybe you could prepare
a separate set of guidelines to account
for some of the more common errors.
Of course flexibility will still be
needed to account for the less common mistakes. The first change which
I would recommend is for Mr. Martini
to stop viewing the students as servants and begin treating them as
customers instead. Once this change
is made, all others may come about
more easily.
Steve ZoUos
1628 Clough St.
by T. Downing and T Cleary
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Ohio DUI law receives mixed reviews amongst legal community
by Michael D. Towle
staff reporter - -

Though a recent study of Bowling
Green's Municipal Court shows that
under Ohio's new drunk driving law
convictions for DM have nearly
doubled, several local attorneys feel
"justice has been thrown to the
wind."
Municipal Court Judge James
Bachman, who conducted the survey,
paralleled the first six months of the
new law with the same period last
Sear and found convictions rose from
J percent in 1982 to 72 percent in 1983.
Plea bargained reductions also
dropped in 1983 from 55 percent to 15
percent.
Bachman said the effectiveness of
the new law is based in the freedom
S'ven judges by the legislature and
e lack of technicalities lawyers can
use to help their clients.
"I think the Juries have it easier
when deciding guilt or innocence.
There are less grey areas for them to
have to deal with,' he said.
The new law makes it illegal to
operate a vehicle with a breath reading of 0.10 grams or more when tested
on breathalyzer or intoxilyzer equipment. Under the old law that reading
was only a presumption of illegality,
Bachman said.
However, local attorney Max Rayle
has some problems with the breathalyzer machine being the deciding factor in the case.

"The law is based solely on the
machine and therefore solely on its
accuracy," the source said. "There
have been cases in the past where any
number of things such as CBs, telephone wires, radio frequencies and
air temperature have caused interference with the accuracy of the breathalyzer, but the new law says you can't
confront the machine.
"Relying solely on the machine, I
believe, is a violation of the determents right to due process guaranteed
by the constitution," the source said.
"I really believe this will end up in
the Supreme Court and the law will
end up being changed," the attorney

"NOBODY IS FOR DRUNK DRIVING. It is a very serious problem.
People should not get intoxicated and
drive," he said. "But, statistics can
be misleading.
"Richard Irwin (a Los Angelas
attorney) once wrote there is no
danger of a fair trial in a drunk
driving case.' Basically, people no
longer have rights in the courts in
regards to drunk driving," Rayle
said.
Attorney William Caughey, who is
also an acting judge in Municipal
Court, feels the law has problems, out
its effectiveness cannot be argued
with.

Rayle claims that the law was
poorly written and that judges are
taking advantage of that.
"Public support for the new law is
great," Bachman said. "I think the
judges and prosecutors realize this
and are trying harder to make it
work."
"Judges have cast to the winds
normal judicial concepts." Rayle
said. "They want drunks off the road,
and so do I. but you just can't ignore
200 years of criminal law.
"The emphisis is no longer on the
officer at the scene, who has been
trained to identify drunk drivers, and
people incapable of driving because of
alcohol use. The emphasis is now on a
machine. And it's a machine that is
suspect. Not everyone in the scientific
community thinks it is accurate," he
said.

"It has been very effective in getting the drunk driver off the road,"
Caughey said. "The 0.10 rule pretty
much eliminates most of the defenses
lawyers used to defend their clients.
Unless the driver has an extremely
low count there is no way out."
Caughey said his law firm, Caughey, Kuhlman and Beck, have quit
taking many of the cases involving
DUI because it is a waste of the
defendents' money to hire a lawyer.
"I can pretty much tell when a case
comes in here if it can be won or lost
and it seems the great majority would
be better off going in alone and
pleading no contest, he said.
ONE BOWLING GREEN LAWYER, who did not want to be named,
called the law a "crock and a violation of the defendant's rights."

OHIO'S NEW DUI LAW
6 Month Comparison (Mar. 15 - Sept. 15)
Disposition
Convictions (of
original charge)
Plea Bargains
(to reduce charge)
Other
Dismissed
Found Not Guilty
Bond Forefeited
Fail to Appear
Pending
Total Other
Total Cases

A.C.E.
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Former Law

The chart above provides comparative figures regarding the effectiveness of
Ohio's new drunken driving law for the given six month period. Differences of
opinion involving interpretation of the law, in effect since March 16, 1983 are
discussed in the accompanying story.
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Reading classes improve concentration skills
bv Pattl Skinner
reporter

Far those who (eel that
they will never be able to
wade through the vast
amounts of reading they
are bombarded with in college, there is hope. The
University has speed reading classes and the Reading Lab to help students
improve their study skills.
the University is one of
the few area colleges to
offer credit in speed reading which is "the oldest

and most traditional
method of improving reading," according to Clifford
Brooks, assistant professor in the College of Education.
The reading accleration
techniques are taught
through eight "Time-Life"
films presented in class.
The films, narrated by
Dick Cavett, flash words
and phrases quicker and
quicker on the screen and
students work on the
amount of words their eyes
can take in at a glance.

Brooks said he believes
that his students like the
class and are pleased with
the results.
NOT ALL STUDENTS
agree, though. Sophomores Kim Hughs and
Marian Marchiano, both
journalism majors,
thought the class could
have been more-beneficial
with more one on one instruction and described the
Dick Cavett films as "a bit
out-dated and elementary
for a college class."
Joe Emanuel, a junior

industrial and labor relations major, and Beth McGuire. a sophomore radiotv- film major, said they
enjoyed the class. Emanuel found it applied to all
his classes, and said he
now studies better and
comprehends more. McGuire recommends the
class because she can now
get through material faster by skimming and understanding.
Joyce Blinn, reading
specialist, said the Reading Lab located in 101 Uni-
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THURSDAY'S BAND
"LIVE FROM STARVE ISLAND"
THURSDAY NITE "LADY'S NITE"

made of aluminum foil and
cardboard, Merriam, a
freshman undeclared major, was one of six people
who found tiny trinkets in
their baked goods at the
"Feast of the Magi" celebration held Jan. 24 at the
French House. The cakes
are a part of a French
customgateaudesrpft^r

by Jill Jutko
reporter

When Jennifer Merriam
sank her teeth into a slice
of cake Tuesday night, she
encountered a tiny Figurine
that made her an instant
queen.
Complete with a crown

Senior Meeting - The
University Placement Office will hold meetings to
discuss ways students
should prepare for job
placement. The meetings
will be at 4:30, 5:30, and
6:30 p.m. in the second
floor lounge of the Student

major, and secretary-treasurer of the French House.
In the original custom,
the people of Israel and
surrounding countries
would plant bean seeds and
wait for them to sprout,
according to Arlette Khouzam, Toledo-Bowsher
High School French teacher.

cake of the kings, that has
its roots in Mideast superstition.

The celebration is in
honor of the Three Wise
Men who came to Bethlehem 12 days after the birth
of Christ, explained Michelle Rosendaul, french/business administration
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lary comprehension, notetaking, and memorization
techniques. Miniworkshops are periodically
offered through the Lab in
speed reading, study methods and test taking.

versity Hall is open "on a
regular basis but, we
aren't tutors. It's an overall service to help with
reading and study skills."
The Lab offers help in
such subjects as vocabu-

rdateline
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by Kary Morrell
reporter

From 11-2
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In light of the assaults of
women on or near campus
in the past few months,
Self-Defense, a University
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women.
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The course teaches the
women techniques that
will enable them to ward
off attacks from the front,
rear, lying down, and sitting. According to Michael
Sabo, instructor, the main
objective is to "prepare a
woman for attack - to defend and live through the
attack."
THE WOMEN in this
class are encouraged to
attack one another without
forewarning. Sabo saidone
of the strongest points of
his class is that they becomes psychologically set
for an attack.
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Ohio cities: ruled by mafia?
WASHINGTON (AP) Organized crime is wide
spread in Ohio and nearly
has made Youngstown a
"captive city," federal officials told a Senate panel
yesterday.
Officials also described
an alleged plot to assassinate former Cleveland
Mayor Dennis Kuciiiich.
Testifying before the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, John Sopko,
assistant counsel to the
minority staff, said organized crime exists across
Ohio and "flourishes" in
some areas. He said an allout federal effort is needed
against organized crime in
the Youngstown area.
"The minority staff was
told by a number of citizens that Youngstown is on
the verge of becoming a
captive city," Sopko said.
"They feel that they are
captive to a way of life that
spawns and supports the
illicit services provided by
organized crime."

From 1978 to 1982, Sopko
was a special attorney assigned to the Justice Department's organizedcrime strike force in Cleveland.
Sopko said that in 1978,
Cleveland police were
tipped off by Maryland police to the alleged plot
against Mayor Kucinich,
who currently serves as a
Cleveland city councilman.

faces trial in U.S. District
Court in Cleveland under
federal racketeering statutes. The U.S. Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati ruled
last December it wouldn't
be a violation of Sinito's
constitutional rights to try
him for the second time
since 1981, when he was
convicted of loan-sharking
and sentenced to 18 years
in prison.

Sopko said Youngstown
baa to "great extent been
ignored" by the Cleveland
strike force.

Sopko said the motive in
assassinating Kucinich
was unclear but that "it
was alleged that Kucinich
had been impeding organized-crime activity and
its ability to make money
in the city."

"Many lack the confidence that even the United
States Senate can do anything to eliminate organized crime in that
community."

SOPKO SATO a hit man
reportedly visited Cleveland on Oct. 9, 1978, and
met later with a man identified as Thomas Sinito.
Sopko said the hit man was
offered $25,000 to kill Kucincich.

The subcommittee has
held hearings on organized
crime periodically since
1980. The latest hearings
are designed to evaluate
reports that some federal
efforts to fight organized
crime havervt been coordinated properly with local
law enforcement agencies.

But Sopko said police
surveillance apparently
raised suspicion and the
!ilot apparently went no
urther.
Sinito, a reputed Cleveland Mafia lieutenant.

* WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS,
•

'Tear aid despair are
so pervasive, senators,
that citizens, who in an
otherwise normal community would be their outspoken leaders, are unwilling
to come forward," Sopko
said of Youngstown.

and the new U.S. Pershing
2 and cruise missiles.
A Pentagon report on
Soviet military power. Issued last March, mentions
the SS-22 as one of three
types of nuclear-capable
weapons in Moscow's proSam to upgrade its surce-to-surface missile
force. The Pentagon did

tial nuclear threat to
NATO countries.
"If the Soviets move the
SS-22s very far forward, it
would extend target coverage" in Western Europe,
Perle said.
THE NUCLEAR ARMS
race in Europe surged after the Soviets began deploying mobile SS-20
missiles in the late 1970s.
From positions inside the
Soviet Union, the 3,200mile-range missiles could
blanket Western Europe.
At least 378 SS-20S have
been reported deployed so
far, about two-thirds
oriented toward Europe
and the rest toward Asia.
The NATO alliance responded in 1979 by
agreeing that the United
nates should deploy 572
Pershing 2 ballistic missiles and ground-launched
cruise missiles in Western
Europe, in position to
strike inside the Soviet
Union.

1141 S.MainSt.
Bowling Green

Sopko said Thomas
Shipka, a Youngstown
State University professor
and former mayoral candidate, told investigators
that when he managed gubernatorial campaigns in
Mahoning County ui the
1970s, he turned down cash
offers of between $15,000
and $35,000 from organized-crime figures.
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Walter A. Churchill

U.S. officials who have
monitored Soviet weapons
developments long have
expected Moscow to modernize its medium and
short-range missiles, irrespective of the disagreement over the SS-20s
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The Soviet Union waged
an unsuccessful campaign
to head off the new U.S.
deployments, which
started last month.
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not predict its deployment
outside Soviet borders.
A U.S. report to NATO
last November said the
Soviets already have sent
into East Germany more
than 30 SS-21 mobile missiles with a range of about
75 miles, and that force
was growing by about four
launchers a month.
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USSR installs new Euro-missies
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
new. more accurate Soviet
medium-range nuclear
missile that could pose a
wider threat to Western
Europe has been spotted in
East Germany for the first
time, U.S. intelligence
sources said yesterday.
The sighting of an SS-22
rocket could mark the
start of the weapon's deployment on Soviet allied
territory in response to
placement of new U.S. intermediate-range missiles
in Western Europe, said
the sources, who spoke
only on condition they remain anonymous.
The 560-mile-range SS22, developed to replace
old SS-12 missiles, never
before has been deployed
outside (he Soviet union,
thD sources said.
The SS-22 was seen at
Bemsdorf, East Germany,
about 33 miles west of the
Polish border, the sources
said. From such a position,
the SS-22 could hit targets
throughout West Germany, Belgium, Holland,
Denmark, as well as part
of Britain, France and
Italy.
The sources refused to
say how the missile at
Bemsdorf was discovered
for security reasons.
Last November, Assistant Defense Secretary
Richard Perle indicated
deployment of SS-22 missiles in Eastern Europe
would increase the poten-
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Troopers seek arrest law change

Prepare for April 1984
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COLUMBUS (AP) State Highway Safety Director Kenneth Cox, calling auto theft the second
most profitable crime in
Ohio, behind drugs, yesterday asked a House panel to
support a bill expanding
the Highway Patrol's arrest and investigation powers.
Cox said the bill - supported by police departments but opposed by
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COLUMBUS (AP) - A
proposed hazardous waste
incinerator and treatment
site at East Liverpool
should boost rather than
harm property values, the
chair of the Ohio Hazardous Waste Facility Approval Board said yesterday.
Robert Maynard, who
also heads the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency, said evidence
hints that the economic
contribution by the Waste
Technologies Industries
Eroject "would be affirmave."
The five-member board
met yesterday to deliberate over granting a permit
for the project on 21.5
acres in an industrial zone
of East Liverpool along the
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He did suggest that the
board, if it approved the
permit, would impose
strict terms and conditions. One suggestion was
a limit on the kind and
volume of wastes that
could be handled.
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Maynard, reviewing the
case, also said the proposed plant meets the legal
requirements and the technology is the best available. The plant would use
rotary kiln incinerators to
destroy organic wastes
and would treat inorganic
wastes chemically, sepa-

1.70

Large
2.90
Item Added
54

Salad Bar - All You Can Eat
Garlic Bread
Small
Large

A three-fifths majority is
needed to approve the permit. Any further opposition
must go through the
Franklin County Court of
Appeals. The permit application was filed in November 1982.

HAIR UNLIMITED

L

Tomato Or Pioa Bread

Small

rating the waste from the
liquid that carries it.
MAYNARD SUGGESTED in the draft review that much public fear
about the project was
caused by misinformation.
He said the board could
weigh the "psychological
impact" of putting a hazardous waste site in a community although that
"impact" shouldn't legally
determine the granting of
a permit.

Ohio River. The board had
scheduled further time for
tomorrow to continue deliberations.

rt VVORKaV AitpDnt s*o can

.20
.20

-SsvUd Tossed Salad
Chef Salad
Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad
Turkey Chef
Vegetarian Chef

Funds for the patrol are
generated by state tax on
motor vehicle fuels.

FAMILY HAIR CARE & TANNING CENTER
143 W. WOOSTER 353-3281

\Ok

Ml

letnxe lonvaiol

Support for the bill came
from the Fraternal Order
of Police, representing
about 19,000 officers
statewide.
Virgil McDaniel, a Dayton police officer and president of the FOP, said his
group believes the bill "is
badly needed in order to
clarify the authority of the
Ohio State Patrol to allow
this organization to better
serve the citizens of Ohio."

Residence Life Office
425 Student Services Building
For more information, call 372-5797

with any size sub
DELI VERT ONLY

Fresh Eqqs
Salam 1
Mushrooms
Sauerkraut
Anchovies

I.7J
!.M
2.15

,K~u« pumpafriKkvl our

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 3 li 84

50* OFF
Any Large

3 25

1

far-

"If Triple A believed
that the procedures in this
bill would make a state
police force out of the Ohio
Highway Patrol, we would
either oppose the bill vigorously or insist funding for
the highway patrol come
from other than the money
provided by motorists in
the state of Ohio," Selsam
said.

Mortar Board Candidate Information Request Forms
have been sent to all Juniors in the top 35% of their
class (usually a 3.0 or above). If you are a Junior with a
dual degree program, a Junior with Senior hours, or if
you are eligible and did not receive an Information
Request Form, please contact the

FREE DELIVERY

16"
6.90

14"

William Selsam, representing Ohio AAA Clubs,
also backed the measure.

MORTAR BOARD
Scholarship - Leadership - Service
1984 MORTAR BOARD CANDIDATES

^

JHOURS: Thur.-Sat. 11:00 A.M.-3:00 A.M.
Sunday Noon - 2:30 A.M.
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY

state to call upon the patrol
repeatedly to back them
up, particularly in the
smaller counties," Cox
said.

Waste site ups land values

WERE FIGHTING FOR MDUR LIFE
o

Niteshirts Short & Long
Gowns - Pajamas - Robes

o
o

state troopers generally is
limited to state highways
and property.
Cox said most people
don't realize that troopers,
off state highways, do not
have the authority of a
police officer. Although
troopers regularly respond
to calls for assistance from
sheriff's departments,
they have no jurisdiction to
do so, he said.
"Ironically, one of the
organizations that at least
to my knowledge opposes
the legislation is the sheriffs' association, they're
probably the No. 1 law
enforcement agency in the

Sponsored by Rep. Mike
Stinziano. D-Columbus, the
bill would require troopers
to enforce criminal laws on
all roads and highways and
authorize them to arrest
anyone they have reasonable cause to believe committed a felony.
It would require the patrol while investigating the
theft of a vehicle, farm or
construction equipment to
enforce title, registration
and motor vehicle license
laws and certain theft offense laws.

county sheriffs - wasn't an
attempt to turn the patrol
into a state police agency.
"I want to assure this
committee and others who
are interested that there's
no intent on the part of the
administration or the part
of the patrol to become a
state police department."
Cox told the House Highways and Highway Safety
Committee.
. "The intent is simply to
give them some additional
authority to work in the
areas primarily they're already working in, that will
help them do their jobs in a
better way," he said.

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 3/15/84

$

1.25
OFF
Any 16"
(1) Item Or More

WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AMD TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations - Napoleon Rdv Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
•10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.

112 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

400 Napoleon Rd.

PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 3 IS 64

"EARLY BIRD
S P E CIAL"

352-0135

^Jt 1

Office Hrs: 9-5 Evenings By Appt.

♦
♦
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Chips down BG in OT, 86-84 CMU too much for Falcons;
maintain 13-game string, 89-60
by Ted Passant*
sports reporter

MT. PLEASANT. Mich. - In Al
McGuire's terms, ''it was a wire
Job." And as far Bowline Green
was concerned, Central Michigan
wired the Falcons and all but took
them out of the Mid-American Conference race with an 86-84 overtime
victory last night in CMU's Rose
Center Arena.
The Falcons played without the
services of forward Colin Irish
against the Chippewas, due a reinjured knee in Last Saturday's win
over Ohio Uiversity.and might be
facing MAC leader Miami without
David Jenkins this Saturday. Jenkins strained the tendens in his left
ankle in the closing moments of
regulation, with CMU leading 7674.
Enter Frank Booker. Booker, up
to that time, had played only six
minutes, all of them in the first
half. But following CMU's Terry
Schmidt's miss of a one-and-one
attempt, Booker took a pass from

point guard Brian Miller and
launched a 22-footer from the corner. Round-and-round it rolled in
the cylinder until it fell in with no
time remaining in regulation.
In overtime the Chips took an 8380 lead wih 2:40 remaining on a
James Mitchell four-foot jumper in
the lane. Then, Falcon Keith Taylor and CMU's Derek Boldon
traded hoops with 1:04 remianing.
Miller then followed with a drive to the hoop and drew the foul. He
sank both free throws and the Falcons trailed 8544 with -.40 remaiing. CMU's Bolden was then fouled
by BG's Bill Faine with 30 seconds
remaining. Bolden missed the front
end of a one-and-one, and BG
controlled.
THE FALCONS' offense set up
for a last shot. Taylor's 18 footer
was off the mark but Booker was
underneath to grab the rebound. As
Booker went up for the ensuing
layup he drew the foul with six
seconds remaining in OT.
Sandwiched between two CMU
timeouts, Booker missed both

charity shots. Miller then had to
foul CMU's Greg Washington with
:04 showing on the clock. Washington sank one of the two free throws
and Miller's 45-footer fell short at
the buzzer.
BG falls to 44 in the MAC, while
CMU is 3-4
BG head coach John Weinert felt
both teams played well but the loss
of Jenkins as well as Irish hurt
their chances"We had our chances but
couldn't cash in," Weinert said.
"We lost two players (Jenkins and
Al Thomas, who fouled out) down
the stretch, and it really hurt."
Central Michigan tt"
Koch 5-3-13; Washington 2-1-5;
Boldon 9-4-22; Lamdropoulos 3-06; Schmidt 24-4; Heide 9-2-20;
Mitchell 5-4-14; Scott 1-0-2. Totals
36-14-86.
Bowling Green 84
Jenkins 9-3-21-Faine 6-1-13; Miller
4-2-10; Taylor 64-15; Abendroth 54-14; Thomas 044; Booker 3-24;
Maleske 044. Totals 33-1844.

IIKA

We need your
help.
American Heart
Association

RUSH PIKES

0

"HOT DOGS AND BEVERAGE"
THURSDAY - JANUARY 26, 1984
AT
N.E. COMMONS

WE'RE FIGHTING

RUSH STARTS AT 7:30

FOR VOUR LIFE

IIKA : THE OFF-CAMPUS FRATERNITY

SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA *

KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH

LN RUSH

-o

O

THURS. JAN. 26-

featuring the lady
dancer's from:

Taco Night and the
AZ Dancers 7:30-9:30

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
CHI OMEGA
DELTA ZETA
PHI MU

TUES. JAN. 31Movie Night with the
White Roses, see "Porky's"
& meet the brothers

TONIGHT 7:30 P.M.
KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE

MT. PLEASANT, Mich.
-The Bowling Green's
women's basketball team
lost to Central Michigan
last night 8M0. The Chippewas took the lead for
good just four minutes into
the game, and coasted to
their 13th victory in a row.
BG trailed at the half, 4ft29, despite shootmg SO percent from the field
In the second stanza
CMU stormed out to a 20Slnt lead with 14 minutes
t to rap up the game.
The Chippewas out-rebounded the Falcons 37-24
for the game. CMU also

shot a blazing 73.9 percent
from the field in the second
half when they ran away
from the Falcons.
DeWana Ballou led the

Falcons with 18 points,
while Cary McGehee
chipped in 10. Central
Michigan was led by Sylvia
Odunrs 22 points.

The loss leaves BG with
a 3-4 Mid-American Conference record, and a 74
over all mark. CMU is now
14-2, 7-0.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
o WE HAVE THE CURE!

BG't LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE

I
12*33 KRAMER RO.

IMPORT FACILITY'

call i*,y

| 352-7031

United Way
People Helping People

>a
4f>
^

352-1504

HOURS: MONO A Y.WEDNESDAY: 11:00 AM ■ 2:30 AM
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 11:00 AM • 3:00 AM
SUNDAY: NOON - 2:30 AM

MYLES' PIZZA PUB
16 E. WOOSTER

DO DAYTONA RIGHT IN' 84
STAY FOR LESS AT
OCEANIA PLAZA

Fraternity Row

KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA

f

by Ted Pauante
spoils reporter

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
TONIGHT FROM 7:30 - 9:30

CONTEST NIGHT
&

'

MEET THE LIU SISSES
AM
1st house, Old Fraternity Row,
next to Rodgers.

TONIGHT

Courting to Daytona during Spring Break thisyear? Then act now to avoid the usual motel hassle-1
make your group reservation at Oceania Plaza and
really enjoy yourselves!

Our 2 bedroom 2 bath oceanfront suites a<
commodate up to six tor only $600 a week (01
$100 a person lor a full week.) Fully furnished
and equipped, down to the dinnerware. Privati
balconies overlooking the ocean. Convenient to
downtown Daytona and all majoi tourist attractions.
Oceanfront pool. Private parking,

\\oid the usual motel headache* in Daytona
(hi* Spring Break. Conic lo Ocean in IMaza and
1111\\ ■ 11<I lor less!

7:30-9:30
MEET THE SORORITY
DANCERS FROM
AT,XQ,AZ,r$B, and ATA

CALL (800) 87I-I<>:H
WHILK SPACti LASTS!

-

8 bg newsJ|anuary 26.1984
FOUND Sat of Six Kays on Cnm-cM
alttonfey 354-2881.

Jen 26. 1964

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
T0MQHT1
"' iua a Pool Mght"
|l the homemade pma you can sea]
Al Ruah Parties are from 7 30pm
lo 9.30 pm st me Alpha Slg House
cross from Rodgara hal. on Wooata|

LOST Gold watch on wakway trom
Marahman Quad to Ed BUg By the
Bel Towers 372-3083

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ALL EDOC MAJORS SNEA MEtl
MQ JAN. 30 7.00 PM AT 102 BUS
AD BIO SPEAKER BARB LARA
WAY ON TOUGH LOVE "

RIDES
■CER StASTI BCEP. 9LASTI
teSuidai e-12 HE Commons
asST* WLA*1-tU-fS* StAST

Desperate Need rid* to O.U. tor
27t*-2tth win help wNh US Can
Dana JS4-2M2.

Csstlter Cens
20* to. tor aSjrrenum cane-every
Tun. 10.30-3.30 pm m the forum of
the SUM Service* Bttg Soon
sored by Environmental InterMt
Oroup.

■M APTl CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Ruthiee Sewing t Alterations
Letters S insioniaa on jackets t
sweatera. Al garments must be
clean 352-7288

OtUDUATE STUDENTS
Hapov Hours awry Ffl al UPTOWN
trom 4-8 No oovar a real cheap
drlnka Starts this Friday Sponsored
by Graduale Studant Senate 4 Up
town.

VaJ-AGE QUEEN NOW LEASING
FOK SUMMER AMD FALL, FOR
MOM INFO. CALL:
UZ4M1IAFTERIPI
neaaonebM Rates

Attention al BOSU seniors and or
other parsons: It you'd Ilka to sate
money on a new or uead ear, domestic or foreign made, contact
On. 352-5767 PS. Financing and
leasing Available

WaWatOWl rwabona Association a)
hoahng a praaantabon on Saudi Arabia today el 5 30 In the Taft Room of
the Union Al are *afcoma

RUSH DELTA UPSIION
BO'S ONLY NON-SECRET
FRATERNITY
TONIGHT IS MOVIE NfGHT
Denies Elaine Jabfonaky. Hil Sorry
we weren't around tor your 20th bday, but I didn't forget! Hope ft area
great! We'll be celebrating soon.
Leva. Hess.
DONT MISS THE CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME' THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE provides an exciting opportunity to travel and study at
one of 09 coaanas arid universities
around the country for one or two
semesters Irasrested? For Information, cal 372-0202. or coma by the
cantor tor educsbonei options. 231
Adrran Bog

ABBY-WE RE SORRY TO HEAR
ABOUT THE DEATH OF YOUR BELOVED OTIS' ITS ALL UP TO
SCOOTER NOW' GOOD THING
OTIS WASN'T A VOOOOO FROG
OUR SORROW IN GOO. LAURA AND
MELISSA
ATTENTION: EVERYONE WHO ORDERED BGSU MOM a BGSU 0A0
SWEATSHRTS LAST THURS AND
FBI YOU CAN PICK THEM UP
WEDS.. 12/14 IN THE BA BLDQ
FOYER FROM 1-4 PLEASE BRING
VOUR RECEIPT

Found: Heart-shaped enameled pendent on nylon string In front of Memo
nel Hal last week Cat 354-8489 ask
for Ttm S todsfm

Guys St Leg Cords
Lea Rag $20 00 now S14 95
Lav) Reg $20 00 now $17 96
JEANS N THINGS
531 lodge St

Dana Berryhi. Happy 22nd birthday'
Can you beeeve I knew about > this
year? Have a good onei Love your
Has. Nicola

RUSH KAPPA SrOMA TONIGHT 7:30
PM AT Tl IE HOUSE.

LOST AND FOUND

Gats SI Leg Cords Lee S lev,
RegS27 0O Now S18 96.
JEANS N THINGS
, 631 Ridge Street

EpeHon.

PERSONALS

Big Brothers/Big Sisters w* hold a
volunteer orientation on Mon . Jan
30 at 128 S Church St at 7 00 P M
For more info , contact the office al
3S4-21 13

••FLOraDAtTJNQ"
Or*, 3 weeks sway' February 18 Bast blast a' N.E Commons
Win a trip io Florida"
• Florida Fang'

Congratulations to Steve Mecssneky tor qualifying for the National Speech Competition Great
kjbl The brothers of Sigma Phi

NEED A BABYSITTER? THEN CALL
SALLY 4433-AM AVAILABLE
TUES NIGHTS AND ANYTIME ON
WEEKENDS. HAVE HAD MUCH EXPERIENCE

The Bowing Green Peace Coalition
•* meat Tuesday Jan 31 at 7 30
PM In Room 200 Mosety Hal Every
one la welcome.

"FLOFtOAFtJNO"
Win a trip to Miami Beach Fkxtdal
Raffle tickets on sale from any Alpha
Pis or Alpha Sayna Pis Al proceeds
go to the Heart Fund

PEAK WITH TKEIIf

Sr. Elem. Ed. major will banyan.
Ratal negotiable. 352-0711 after
100 pm. Heve re'erencea.

SPANISH CONVERSATION HOUR
Every Thursday 8.00-8 00
Mytes Pizza
Special 2nd Semester Celebration
This Thursday
HELP YOURSELF AND
HELP EACH OTHER'

Florida Fang Is coming I
Florida Fang Is Odessa*!
Florida Fang la oarasngl

BEER BLAST- "BEER BLAST
BEER BLAST
BEER BLAST''BEER BLAST

SERVICES OFFERED

FMANCE CLUB PIZZA SALE—Buy a
12" ursMesd Pfearieeo'e pun tor
oray S3 00 Saa any Finance Club
member through Jan. 31

Do vast tosssr srhssh ttseavnlr, had
MS) Wall I St Q.P.A of active members lest veer? Do you know who
had the meet Improved Let. program last year? Do you know who
has a vary active social calendar?
Do you know what P.U.S.H. stands
for? For the answers to those ovaatlona and mere. RUSH PI Kappa Phi
TOHMHTI
EPJC HOECKER SAYS
DEMOCRATS ARE THE ANSWER! JACKSON FOR PRESIDENT.'

Have a case of the enpys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-Opm
DOWNTOWN BUDWEISER
Hey Kappa Skja-We canl wafl to
WARM-UP these sub zero lemperalurss with you on Thursday night'
Love, The Alpha Phis
,
RUSHTKE
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
TONIGHT'
"Pizza S Pool Night"
yi the homemade pizza you can Mt|
Al Rush Parties are from .' 30
lo 9 30 pm st the Alpha Skj House
cross from Rodgers hea. on Woostel

HIGREGAROO"
RUSH DELTA UPSILON
BO'S ONLY NON—SECRET
FRATERMTY
TONIGHT IS MOVIE NIGHT

DON'T WALK
NOSH
TO THE SrO EP HOUSE
TONIGHT 7:30-9:30

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of ...

SCUBA

Mereeted In kilning a ftrsl-clasa
■ Mem.! yet dent want to live In a
dorm root, atria frat house your
upperclaseman yesrs? Allow yourself (he opportunity to enjoy the
nlisinrii of apsrtmenl Hvlng. Make
the move off campus S rash Theta
Chi. Comer of Saienth St « High.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOO COUNTY
920 N Main St. BG
ConlOentlai-personal care
Special rates. BGSU students
Convenient App'ts 354-3640

lADtES OF CM OMEGA
THE
BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSI
LON ANXfOUSLY AWAIT YOUR
COMPANY TONIGHT AT OUR AN
NUAL HMH SOCIETY RSVP

WANTED: BILLY JOB. CONCERT
TICKETS—AT LEAST TWO. CALL
JEAN 384-1 OSS.

ur ja. Congrats on going active, it's
such a specas' week and I'm so happy
for you We're going to have more
fun. KKQ Love, Big Undt
MAPaANNE FEKXER 4
RICK MANNER
Congratulations on your Chi
Omega, Kappa Sigma LavaUertngl
Wa wish you toea and happiness.
Love, your Chi Omega sisters.
MMS BOSU NK1MT AT BUTTONS
FRIDAY JAN. 27. DRINK SPECIALS
ALL NKaHT. MEET THE CONTESTANTS AT 10:30
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
. Tonight'
Pizza 1 Pool Mght"
Ii ths homemade pizza you can aa
Al Rush Parties are from 7 30 pm
lo 9:30 pm at the Alpha Slg House
cross from Rodgers Hal.on Woostej

PEAK WITH TKEIII

RUSH THETA CHI
wHh the ladies of
ALPHA XI DELTA
tonight at 7:JO pm
Comer of Seventh a High

RUSHTKE
SAE BEER BLAST SAE BEER BLAST
N.E. COMMONS
This Ssturrlay from 8 to 12
SKVMA ALPHA EPSILON
HIGH SOCIETY RUSH
WITH THE LADIES OF CHI OMEGA
TONK3HT 7K)0*00
Tonight • raffle night at the TKE
House with the women ol Gamma FT"
Beta' Peak with TKE tonight at 7:30.
and sea If you're one of the winners

LOFTS
A-FRAMES
Platforms
Suspended
Order before Jan. 28
362-3838

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cal Emotional Malarial
Pregnancy Aid.
3520862. 3520082
SPRING BREAK SKUNQlm Steam
boat Springs, Colorado champagne
powder. 8 days/5 nights in deluxe ski
m/out condos with athletic dub, Wts
and parties Only $156 00 par pareon Limited space avaasbta. CALL
SUNCHASE TOLL FREE TODAY I •
800-321-5911.
SPRING BREAK SUN I South Padre
Island Texas with 8 days/7 nights
new deluxe beach side condos with
pool Only $98.00 par person Limited space avaasbk) CALL SUNCHASE TOLL .FREE TODAY 1-800321-6911
WOMEN'S CLINIC
Comprehensive obstetrics
and Gynecoiogy
Contraceptive Services.
V D Tests and Treatment
Ternxnebons up lo 10 weeks
Free Preonancy Tearing 241-2471

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Tonight!
"Pizza 1 Pool Night
lj the homemade pizza you can eat|
Al Ruah Parties are from 7.30 pm
g 0.30 pm at the Alpha Sig house
cross trom Rodgers hM. on Wooslel

WANTED

PM AT THE HOUSE

• FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PfeCE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES

ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS'
Surf's up but our prices aren't! From
fuel $10900 • spend 7 tun-toad
days In sunny Florida Cal for your
so* or organize a smel group S travel
FREE' Great tor dubs, too' Cal LUV
TOURS (800! 388-2008. ask tor
Annette
Abortion. Ptegency Teats,
Lsmeze Clesses
Center tor Choice
Downtown Toledo 1419) 256-7769

sign upor call the
Rec Center

MACY'S HAIR-IN
50% OFF PERM WAVE SALE
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 352-5415

ESCORT NEEDED FOR KELLY MAJOR ON HER 19th BIRTHDAY
PLEASE CALL 2-1735 AS SCON AS
POSSIBLE' WE LOVE YA KEL!I

RUSH KAPPA SIQMA TONIGHT 7:30

OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
is hare at the
Powder Puff 352-8225
Make Up Bonus

RUSH DELTA UPSILON
BO'S ONLY NON—SECRET
FRATERNITY
TONIGHT IS MOVIE NIGHT

• IHAW-NG SPONSORED BV PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION Of DIVING i*ST«LJCTORS (PAOI]

• FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES. EQUIPMENT USAGE. ANO AM FULLS

AccurJerl darts i accessories Dsrt
league now forming at Purcers Bare
Shop 131 W. Wooeler 362-8264

adjacent to campus. Call Llss or
Claudes 674-5343 or 362-6112.

ROOMMATE NEEDED (FEMALE)
RENT $120 PER MONTH PLUS
UTILITIES APARTMENT IS FURNISHED a IS COMFORTABLE IF
INTERESTED PLEASE PHONE 35264 ig ANO ASK FOR HEATHER

Hart-Omega Skas. Tyroas 280 bindings, NorrJca boots size 10 1/2,
poles, goggles 352-4942

Vet-Manor Annex avasabie Inane*
atety tor one female Across from
campus. In house laundry room.
$116/mo 352-8250

Ladles Ski Out* for sale Down
Jackal size Smel/Med Btja size 8
Eire leant CorxMion $75 or beat
offer. CM 352-2840.

F rmte subts Gas. heat, you only pay
atac Cal 352-8133 or 1-8866002

Table S 4 chairs
Chrome with while $ gold.
352 -Q190 eves

to share apartment with 2 other gale
Close to campus, reasonable rent "

CM 352-6005
Mete Roomer, needed to share
furnished apt near campue. Only
1100.00 a month. Call Pete at 352-

mo.

Fm. Rmte. wanted. Own bdrm. furnohed set Near campus |1 block)

3525082
M. rmte. wanted to share2 bdrm. apt
south of campus Only 2 beta, tron
campus Non-smoker only. Cal rial,
352-3814.
F Rmte needed ■ House does to
campus, own bdrm .only $80'mnth
rent CM May 352-2967
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IM
MEDIATELY, SUBLET TOP HALF OF
HOUSE SI26 00/mo Pay electric
oray, ho* turraehed. Wssher/Dryer
svaaabas. 208B E Merry CM 352
2013
;
M. RMMTE NEEDED FOR A 2 BDRM
FURN, APT ON EIGHTH ST. $137.60
PEtVMo., Own Room, Pay only electricity end available lees. CAN 3521 Ml end aak for Joan from 4:00 PM
1 F Rmte needed lo subts turn
apart.. $110 00.mo Free heat, gas
1 water Juke 352-7802.

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS ARE HIRING'
$18-S30.000! CarnOeen. Hawaii.
World. CM tor Outoa, Directory.
Nawsssttor 1(018)944-4440 ext
Bowing Green Slate Cruise
AJRLNES HIRING' Stewardesses'
Reservatlonlalsl $14-39.000.
Worldwide! CM tor Directory, Outdo.
Newsletter (918) 944-4440. Ext.
Bowing Green State Ait
Position open for female WSi el girts
summer camp. Black River Ranch,
Ctoswel. Mich. (313).679-2505
Photography Co-Op available Immedielelywlth Toledo area employer.
Student needed wtth experience In
Dark Room, Audio eases equip!
ment and preparation of slldea.
Contact Cooperative Education
372-244T.

FOR RENT
House Avail
immed
House-4
Pdrms., $350/mo: (216) 423-4855
Vtasge Green Apts. now leasing lor
summer & IM For into. A brochure
CM 362-6167 or 352-5881.
4 bdrm house 258 Troup. 2 bars
trom campus, rent plus utx. 353-

3611 or 353-6065
Campus Manor now renting' limned
no. of openings for summer & IM
Next to campus & convenient stores.
dose to town 352-9302 (24 hours)
CAMPUS MANOR - 352-9302.
anytime For rrauomum convenience
lo everything. 2 bdrm turn, apts
aval for summer & IM Limited no. ol
mite positions for this semester
Office/model 605 dough next to
Storing & Ooraoy's
ATTN:
1
FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APARTMENT IMMEDIATELY 670 FRAZEE
AVE #21 362-8235 CALL STEPHANIE NOW
1 & 2 bdrm. apts A houses. Close to
campus CM 3527454 before 5
pm
Need 1 M student for apt
campus Reasonable ofler
352-7366

near
.

NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM. FURN APT
HEAT, SEWAGE. WATER A CABLE
TV PAID BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE
CALL 352-7182 BE
TWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH
Unique Apts . lots ol character: 2 2bdrm turn., huge ok) house.: 1 efttc.
entke up house 362-6880
Veage Green Apts Our summer retes
ate now available 352-5861 or 3526167
CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Rooms-Houses
Al Near Campus
9 12 month and
Summer Leases
Listing AvsMasbte
352-7365 or 352-6556

HELP 3 rmtes needed Close to
campus (4th St & Elm) Luxury Apt.
Inexpensive Spiral staircase CM
354-3167

WANTED' Success-oriented, self.
motivated axSvtrJueJ to work 2-4
hours per week placing and tssng
posters on campus. Earn $500-piU8
ssch school year 1 -800-243 6679

THURSTtN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conrjboned. tufty carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry (acaties
Now leasing tor summer A fan
461 Thuratln Ave 352-5435

Normal F mate roommate needed lor
Spring Sem CM 352-7741

FOR SALE

2 Br Apt tor rent. VxSonan home
No pets or ohedran. please CM 3525408

Puppy lor aale. Trained, housobroken For more Into CM 354-1652 or
362-9305

Now available for current semester 2
apts doae to campus Thursbn
Manor. 352 4536.

Canon AE-1 A Auto WMer $155 00
VMbar Zoom 75-205 mm F 3 8
$116.00, tl buy together only
$250 00 For more info 354-1281
Rob

2 bodroom nearly furnished apt.
FREE satoHe TV CM 352 2663

F. Rmte wanted to share 1 Bdrm apt.
S135'mo tree heal, water and gas
Summer Sem CM Juke 352 7602
Need 1 M student for apt near
campus Reasonable ofler

352-7365.
M. rmte. 1 bta. from campus
$100 S utli. Own room.
352-4461

Houses A apartments
dose to campus lor '84-85 school
year CM coeect 1-267-3341

Snuppniy I ir I'M'jilassi's'

372-2711
W
*a**!&

197S Vega Excel Wee. no met. good
cond ong owner 352-4500. or
352-7043

BEST BUY
IN SK.HT!
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complete with frames
Our every day low prices for fop quality eye
|lass« with leniti to your prrsciption. your choice
of Over 1000 current fashiori frames, and the most
meticulous, professional fitting and service you
can buy Mrywhew. at aay price. Only plMtc.

Meet the men who said they'd never join a fraternity and
have become NO. 1 among campuses across the nation in
scholarship, athletics, and social activities.

niased, oversize or o»orpu»e» lenses,priced hither.

Jan. 26 - Meet the ladies of Phi Mu.
You'll find it here. . .Social, Friendship, Brotherhood, Leadership,
Goals
. . . The choice is yours, we think you'll find it here!!
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i Tfack'*c«
(••tuf«
6 RMtfVOUt
-ubstance
9 Untold
13 Pl«yt«
14 Cupxl
»6 Onih«oth«f SKJ#
ir Of-o-naiof of a
Ulopn
19 Boundary
20 Want body
21 Kilns
22 Coiiaan
23 Ft Wonn mai
K F.»x<3 and
Ormandy
27 Frad-ctof ol a
twava nam. wo«id
32 Sowlhaaai Aaian
33 Fm. lady
34 Fail m
ao-jndanca
30 Ukraina
metropolis
40
Euian spi*gei
42 Comedian
Brenner
43 Angel oi higrt rank
46 U S and allies
49 Secretive oovi gp
50 Forecasie* o( ii'a
•r.1964
53 Oetinqoent

56 Statesman
Wellington
57
roce

2- Wrtgley Field
denizen

56 Peweeo'
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Delia
61 Simple Simon
65
66
66
69
70
7t
72
73

Lost paradise
Inventor of 02
Torn apart
Salecrackar
in good lima
Liltleonts
Eggs
Father ol the
Pleiades

DOWN
t Symbols of
prominence
2 Reverberate
3 Part-cle
4 Gardeners
choice
5 In Spam. Mme
6 Buddhist monk
7 Writer Ox ol
Israel
8 Bark
9 Let toosea
barrage
10 Of turds
ti Make —
12 Ringlet
15 Outcome
18 Pickle

26 OoslV

31
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41
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Flow along
Architect s item
White Mouse
initials
Availing oneseil
Ol
Nutmeg
derivative
Wicked
Arrangemeni
Wayward one*
New Guinea pod
Foot Comb form
On a regular basis
Emblem
Spanish gold
Double breasted
coat
Burrowing
r-arsupial
Mamlasi
TV picture
Blessed
Tnerelora

60 Wise one
62 Count ess s
husband
63 City of central
Russia
64 Lowell and otr.e'S
67 New Zealand
parrot
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pIyKK"*''^*0NE COUPON PER PIZZA
■*OP.N 4 P.m. 0000 THRU 2-a»S4
352-5166

Voted Be»t Puzo. In B.C.
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Any medium pizzo
with one or more items

PIZHJK'^
'^""OPIN

352-5166

* 0NE COUPON PER PIZZA
* .,m. QOOD THRU a.ate4
Voted Best PIUQ in B.C.

